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by (i4U*}‘ Mark 

Me repeatedly denied it on his recent promotional tour, but Gerald Posner's "Case Closed" 
is unqtn •iioiuibl'k .» prosecution case stacked against I ee Haney Oswald and the research 
community using false and misleading information in a blatantly biased attempt to prove the 
unpnu able \moiig sc\ eral hundred dubious claims, one in particular stands out because of the 
authoi\ conu-mpt for conspiracy theories advanced by Warren Commission critics. 

\\ hen Posner needed a ballistics expert to establish that the "pristine bullet" was slightly 
damaged he cluwe Howard Donahue But Posner covered up the fact that Donahue devised the 
theoiy that Secret Service Agent George Hickey, sitting in the car immediately behind Kennedy, 
stolid up uul accidentally fired the fatal head shot! F.ven though no witness saw it happen, and 
despite the Charles Bronson film of the head shot unequivocally revealing no one standing inside 
the ta» Posner took the word of a man whose theory is the basis of the book "Mortal Rrror," a 
disgtm etui effort that rivals only the fictional "Appointment In Dallas: The Final Solution to the 
Assassination of JFK." bv Hugh McDonald. 

Niitce the infamous Magic Bullet theory requires a drastically slowed-down bullet to 
enteruc ulaiisely undamaged. Posner ignored military specifications published by the House 
Assassinations Committee showing the muzzle velocity was 2300 feet per second, not 2000. That 
I3ci change completely lacking in documentation, helped Posner move his theory from 
impossible to the possible. 

I he dust jacket promised "new details about Oswald’s attempt to kill Major General 
Fdwin \\ .ilker " but there is absolutely nothing new in Posner's account. Missing from his story 
is the original Dallas Police report and local news accounts in which the bullet was identified as a 
silvei * steel-jacketed." 30-06 calibre missile. Oswald's rifle fired only copper-jacketed, 6.5mm 
ammunition Bullets of a different color, composition and size do not fit Posner's view of history. 

I.. get (Xswakl from I .ondon to Helsinki, Finland on his peculiar, lone traitor defection 
without A stamp on his passport required either private or military transportation, a suspicion the 
Houst Assassinations Committee could not resolve. Posner's solution was simply to ignore the 
I .ondon-1 lelsinki leg completely! 

i )nce in Russia. Oswald threatened to tell everything he knew about the secret U-2 spy 
flights. But Posner sought to minimize his connection with military intelligence, so he hid from 
the reader the belief of Francis Gary Powers, the U-2 pilot shot down a mere six months later, 
that the Russians may have bci-n assisted by Oswald. 

In a desperate attempt to gel t >swnld from his rooming house to the Tippit murder scene 
within tin- firml) established time frame Posner ignored the only timing reconstructions made by 
the Warren (’ommission It found Oswald proha hi) left his room between 1:00 and 1:03, then 
shot Tippit by l: |o. (Commission counsel David Belin personally walked the route tw'ice at just 
seconds under IS minutes thereby eliminating Oswald as a suspect. Posner also mentioned that 
witness Helen Markham saw the shooting w hile walking to her nearby bus stop. But he left out 
the l 12 departure lime of her bus the one she rode every day. Markham was not hurrying to her 
bus. just proceedin'.! at her noimal pace, which means the shooting had to have occurred before 
1:12 i full six minutes or more before Oswald could have arrived. 

I sing Belin's speculation that Oswald may have been on his way to Mexico City, Posner 
failed to explain that Oswald would have been completely out of money upon arrival. That, of 
course implies that other conspirators might have assisted him in Mexico, a development that 
cannot hi the lone nut theory 

l)iscrcpancies like these litter nearly even page of "Case Closed." The general public 
doesn't iviognize when facts have been falsified or distorted, but Posner certainly does. In fact, 
he sceirw to have gone out of his wax to avoid new evidence that challenges his no conspiracy 
belie I. 

Posner came to Texas early last year and we met at Jim Marrs' monthly, non-credit 
Kem.-* IN assassination class at the l diversity of Texas at Arlington. He made it clear he was 
interested in the latest information on the Badge Man photograph, the Bronson film and the 



neoii'iH , ,.x iileiu e. I offered to show him anything lie warned and he committed to see the 

material on hi< next trip to‘I exas. 
In subsequent phone calls Posner sought to talk with me late in the afternoon when my 

work schedule w as exceptionally difficult. My return messages suggested he call my home at 
nialu HI tin the weekend. Eventually his calls stripped completely, and he never leturned to 
‘lexas Now I know why. 

|>, ,enei I believe, decided that those three areas offered severe challenges to his Oswald 
did it alone thesis. If he hod made those calls, and if he had seen the new, hard evidence first- 
hand. his hook may har e been titled "Case 0|ien." 

Since personal and professional circumstances have prevented me from resuming 
publication of my old newsletter “Coverups!", here is the latest information on the three areas of 
hard e\ idenee that can make a difference in the Kennedy case. 

ACOUSTICS 
The theory that the Dallas Police inadvertently recorded the assassination began when 

Penn Jones played his tape of the radio broadcasts for me late in 1976. I speculated that if the 
open microphone were in Dealey Pla/a, the shots must have been recorded along with the static 
and police conversations. I wrote nn conclusions for the August 1977 issue olf Penn's "The 
Continuing Inquii)," and researcher Mary Ferrell presented my information to the House 
Assassinations Committee the following month. 

v ommittee scientists James Barger. Mark Weiss and Ernest Aschkenasy stand by their 
original conclusions In I9RI I found some television news film shot in Dealey Plaza on the first 
anniversaty of the assassination which includes a very similar bell sound like the one on the 
police recording, thus confirming the existence of an open microphone at that location (the bell 
location is still unknow n - it is not visible in the 1964 film, only heard). Artifacts associated with 
the "crosstalk conversation ” which cast doubt on the original acoustics analysis, could only have 
come from an AM radio system: since the Dallas Police system is known to have been FM, the 
National Academy of Science conclusions, as admitted to me by panel member l.uis Alvarez, are 
remitted invalid incidentally. Posner mentioned twice that the panel member most responsible 
for the crosstalk study. Alvarez, was a Nobel prize winner, but he failed to disclose that the 
award v\ is in recognition for his atomic energy study of elementary' particle research, not 
acoustic^ >»<>me expert! 

BRONSON HI M 
(Ini He* Bronson was located by Dallas Morning News reporter Farl Golz in October 

1978 after receiving a previously classified FBI document. When Earl and l drove to Oklahoma 
to view ihe film, we found that the Book depository and sixth floor windows were visible in a 
sequence <hoi six or seven minutes prior to the assassination - the time JFK was due in Dealey 
Plaza Farl then brought the film to House Assassinations Committee photo consultant Robert 
G rod eh who confirmed what we had already seen: movement in at least two sixth floor windows 
at about the same time Depository employee Carolyn Arnold claimed to have noticed Oswald in 
the second floor lunchroom When the Committee arranged for one of the frames to be enhanced, 
it appeared ihat one or more of the shapes may not have been the boxes stacked in the 
background. I have stayed in contact with Bronson's attorney. John Sigalos, since 1978 and 
screened the film for Dallas FBI agent lTdo "Woody" Specht in Sigalos* office. Further attempts 
at enhancement w ere never made by the Justice Department, even though the Committee urged it 
U» iU» * *» t , , L 

In 1983 I showed the film to CBS News reporter Terry Drinkwater prior to their tw entieth 
aniiiii >aty reports. Along with the proper background information, l told Drinkwater the best 
analysis should include a study of the colors of the objects in the windows, for they ranged from 
red to blue to green where only tan- colored boxes were located. The resulting quickie study, 
performed b\ the llek Corporation with help from university scientists, was limited to black and 
white motion analysis. Their conclusion was that the apparent movement was probably the grain 
of tlu film, lltek was founded by a former CIA agent: the scientific approach to image 
enhancement began with the intelligence community and the two factions co-exist to this day. a 
situation that should not automatically be of concern.) 



Tin* Bronson film wasanal)zed again in 1988 by scientists in F.n gland for 'The Men 
\\ ho Killed Kennedy.” but since the cost became prohibitive, producer Nigel Turner reluctantly 
canceled the study After having coin inced Nigel the work needed to be done, I wound up 
returning the original film from Fu g I and without a completed study. 

V fourth stud) began in 1992 when Baltimore researcher Al Cunniff instigated a new 
analysis In one of the scientists involved with the CBS study. Unfortunately, the project was put 
on hold afn. r I saw preliminai) results and learned the scientist was not comfortable with doing a 
color analysis from a video tape of the film, rather than the film itself. 

I lieu just a few months ago I helped convince producers of the upcoming frontline study 
of l.oi• lLrve\ Oswald to fund a thorough analysis. The three-hour PBS special, currently 
scheduled lor Nov ember I ft. I99.V w ill include the entire Bronson film and the results of what 
should be a proper scientific e\ a)nation. Frontline has also acquired, at my urging, the original 
Hnglu s f.lm of the motorcade turning onto F.lm Street with Ihe sixth floor windows fully visible. 
F.nliancc*meni improvements since 1078 will hopefully reveal new evidence from these crucial 
home movies fl hose who have been spreading the rumor that the Frontline special is a no- 
conspiiacx show should realize that these studies are extremely expensive and the results could 
overturn «n> preconceived conclusion. As the main consultant for archive footage in this project, 
my iimk'tstanding is that thi« is a thorough attempt to understand Oswald and either confirm or 
refine the many stories and theories still swirling around him.) 

B \l*»l M \N 
It is amazing to me that this project has consumed I I years of my life. What seemed so 

simple and startling in 1982 has become complex and fruslrating. The Badge Man picture, blown 
up from the clearest Mary Moorman picture known to exist, has been criticized by people who 
know little or nothing about it aside from what appears in "The Men Who Killed Kennedy.” 

Nigel Turner got free use of the picture in exchange for one requirement: he must 
advance the project .scientifically. He agreed to hire an independent expert to either confirm or 
refute the conclusions reached by lack White and myself. In July 1988, Geoffrey Crawley, a 
renowned British photo scientist with a long, successful history of debunking fake photos, was 
flown to Dallas where we restaged the Moorman photo using her original camera (which still had 
the oiiginal settings - she never used it after that last picture). Geoffrey stood where she stood, 
while Nice I and I portrayed the Gordon Arnold and Badge Man figures. Geoffrey also shot 
seven! test pictures with a 3-D camera to get accurate comparison views and measurements. The 
Badge Man imases passed every test he devised. 

We then loaned Geoffrey the original copy photos from which Jack White’s best blowups 
were made and a.i\ e him access to the original badly faded Polaroid. As is quite common with 
pictures not promptly or properly coaled with fixative, most of fine detail has faded away. 
Geoffrey made his own blowups from the copies and ultimately developed images comparable to 
those Jack made in 1982 arid 1983. Geoffrey and I also examined all the copy negatives of the 
Moorman oiiginal still existing at United Press International, the source of the clear prints loaned 
to us hv Josiali Th%‘>mpsou and Harold Weinberg. None of the material at UPI is even remotely 

close m quality to w hat we have today. (Another version of the Moorman picture, copied by the 
ANSIH I.tic J Press in Dallas in 19ft 3 is far too grainy and out of focus to be useful That version is 
reproduced in "( \ise ( 3% wed.”) 

During research for ”1 he Men Who Killed Kennedy” I learned that transcripts of the 
entile filmed interviews Mark Lane and film maker Kmile de Antonio conducted in 1966 for 
"Kush I'o Judgement” were still in existence. Among the ouitakes to the I ee Bowers interview 
was a nuch more specific description of the two men he saw behind the grassy knoll picket fence 
at the moment of the assassination. Bowers said they were just west of the pergola very near the 
two trees: in other words, exact I) where Badge Man and Back Up Man, as Jack* calls him, appear 
to be \s far as 1 am concerned it is not a question of whether or not there are two people behind 
the fence but rather, what are they doing. (Bowers also made it very clear that the three tramps 
arrested after he popped the trains were not suspicious in any way.) 

I unher corroboration for the Badge Man picture comes from the Nix film blowups, 
which mu) reveal Gordon Arnold. In the late I970's. Robert Groden o\erexposed the grassy 



knoll and rotosoo|vd the image so the concrete wall remained stationary. A tan-colored object 
was seen lo drop downward and to its left as Jackie started climbing out of the seat onto the 
trunk \\ hen I interviewed \rnold in 1982 and 1983. he said he hit the ground just as a pink 
object in the car t which he now knows was Jackie) started moving out or the seat. Since there 
was nothing on the grassy knoll area that could move, other than a person, the likelihood that it is 
(Jordan \rnold. or some other person, is substantially improved. 

In the summer of 1991 < Oliver Stone flew' two former Marine Corps sharp shooters to 
Dealc\ Plaza lo advise him on location and trajectory for both Badge Man and the acoustics 
position shooter a few feet away. I talked with both men and they thought either location was 
terrific The Badge Man position required awareness that the corner of the concrete wall would 
block his view of J1*K for a fraction of a second, a problem they judged to be insignificant. (Our 
measurements confirmed b\ Geoffrey Crawley, show that Badge Man had to have stood on a 
support such as a car bumper or the tailgate of a station wagon to get his belt at least as high as 
the ti.p of the five foot fence. One of the supporters of the phoney Roscoe White story has shown 
a photograph shot from the top of the fence and passed it off as Badge Man's view'; the deceptive 
angle however, w easily recognized.) 

Several attempts at computer enhancement over the years have been stymied by the grain 
in the copy photographs. The original Polaroid was virtually grain-free, so if the image could be 
rejuvenated enhancements would make a considerable clarity improvement. A few' years ago 1 
learned that an archaic form of radiation enhancement can literally, bring a dead black and white 
pictuie back lo life, ev en if the silver image, to the e\e, has faded away. 

li the Polaroid original is radiated properly and held next to a piece of fresh photographic 
papei the radiation absorbed by the silvei will create an identical image on the paper with all the 
fine detail the original possessed thirty years ago. But the only scientists with the expertise at this 
technique are in Japan, and the Moorman original would retain its radioactivity. It could never 
again be handled and. under agreements dating back to the end of World War 11, Japan cannot 
export anv kind of radioactive material. It would have to stay there, stored inside a lead 
container. 

A ma jor 1 *.S. news organization has linked up with one of the Japanese networks and the 
enhancement project is awaiting my go- ahead. At this writing, the middle of October, 1 cannot 
decide what to do. In a few years the original picture w'ill have faded away to nothing, whereas 
the radiation enhancement will prevent an\ further hands-on study, even if some new 
enhancement technique is developed. 

It is more than a little discouraging that Gerald Posner, who professed interest in this 
area, cho-e lo ignore all of the background and corroborative work we, and others, have put into 
this project. Instead, he falsely represented that we hav e used Jean Hill to support our claims. 
The truth is that we have never used Jean because the embellishments to her story since the late 
1970‘s have seriously compromised her value as a witness. 

My work on these three pieces of hard evidence has always been well W'ithin the 
boundaries of proper journalism and careful scientific study, areas of discipline that Gerald 
Posner si-ems to know very little about. 

» 1991 (Jary Mack All rights reserved. 


